Worksheet 4. Verbs: Present activities

Check all words and phrases that are possible to complete the sentences. More than one answer may be correct for some items.

1. Jenny is washing _______.
   □ her clothes  □ the water  □ her hands  □ her books

2. Ali is listening to _______.
   □ his father  □ his lunch  □ his voicemail  □ the newspaper

3. Emma is watching _______.
   □ TV  □ her face  □ her email  □ a football game

4. Li is looking at _______.
   □ his professor  □ a movie  □ a picture  □ music in the air

5. Peter is carrying _______.
   □ a truck  □ his bicycle  □ his groceries  □ his suitcase

6. Ivan is holding _______.
   □ his baby  □ his house  □ his office  □ a pen

7. Melissa is riding _______.
   □ a plane  □ a motorcycle  □ her bicycle  □ a car

8. George is driving _______.
   □ a plane  □ a motorcycle  □ a taxi  □ a truck

9. Jia is playing _______.
   □ the violin  □ tennis  □ a game  □ her car

10. Sarah is putting _______.
   □ plates on the table  □ salt on her food
    □ her hands under the water  □ a letter in the mailbox